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This edition of Pierre Gringore’s »Les Entrées royales à Paris de Marie d’Angleterre (1514) et Claude de 

France (1517)« by Professor Cynthia J. Brown contributes significantly to our knowledge of the culture of 

civic and royal literature and performance in early sixteenth-century Paris. Her introduction places the poet 

and playwright Pierre Gringore at the height of his Parisian career in the reign of King Louis XII and the 

beginning of that of King Francis I. More precisely, it demonstrates the importance of his inventions of 

texts and productions for two royal entries of these rulers’ queens, and Professor Brown in a lengthy 

introduction, appendices, and careful notations explores the rich interplay between culture and politics in 

Gringore’s alterations in the style of Parisian entrées from those of previous queens of France. The two 

Parisian entrées immediately followed Mary’s and Claude’s coronations at the Basilica of Saint-Denis. 

Gringore’s activities and programs required his being both complimentary and competitive in the shift of 

mise en scène for exalting new queens from a religious-centered venue to pageantry and performances 

fitting for a Parisian setting.

Professor Brown compares the participants, the processional rankings, and street stagings for the two 

queens’ entrées along the ceremony’s traditional route, the rue Saint Denis, according to all published and 

archival materials. In 1514 and 1517, Pierre Gringore oversaw the transformation of a composite of 

liturgical, symbolic, artistic, theatrical, processional and other mostly uncoordinated activities of various 

medieval Parisian institutions into a more thematically unified and prescribed civic and royal ceremony. 

However, Gringore or others of the time did not yet use the word »ceremony« to encompass the occasion, 

because, while street plays and pageantry in Parisian and royal encounters had traditions, they lacked a 

fundamental place and protocol in royal ceremonies. Rather, the descriptions of the queens’ movement in 

1514 was seen as »votre triumphante et magnificque entrée« (p. 127) and Gringore’s tableaux vivants 

were described as »des triumphes faictes en icelle ville« or in 1517 as »hystoires« or »eschaffaults«.

Pierre Gringore contributed to the gradual stabilization of entry pageantry as a major royal ceremony in 

several ways. As Professor Brown points out, he was the first person to be singled out as the overall 

planner or inventor of the Parisian street pageants, and, thus, ended a tradition of leaving the devising of 

such productions to various guilds or confraternities. Parisians recognized him as a playwright, producer 

of farces, poet, and actor who belonged to the confraternity Enfants-Sans-Souci or »Sots« as they were 

also called. However, he replaced the spectacles on the entry route of mostly actions and spoken words 

with tableaux vivants on stages, which were explained by accompanying printed texts, sometimes both in 
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French and Latin. Professor Brown notes this important change for the future of entry performances and 

print, but she does not pursue it. She does find the new format indicative of Gringore’s very self-conscious 

efforts to insure that his creations be recognized and protected as his intellectual and creative property, 

writing that the »préoccupations de Gringore sont constantes et manifestes dès 1499 et il ne cesse de les 

signaler dans le paratexte de ses éditions. Il veut être reconnu comme auteur des ses œuvres, contrôler 

leur reproduction et leur distribution et, enfin, obtenir un soutien financier« (p. 84). Gringore did not 

succeed in his effort; none of the four printed livrets of the 1514 entrée mentioned his contribution. Rare 

and beautifully illustrated presentation manuscripts supply the sources for Gringore’s own explanation and 

description of his artistic creations in the two entries. By including the miniatures from the manuscripts in 

her book, Professor Brown offers visual evidence of the appearance of the tableaux vivants. Her erudite 

explanations in endnotes make clear the meanings that contemporaries were intended to take from these 

tableaux vivants.

The introduction to the book also considers Gringore’s forms of versification as not so much »pas 

extrêmement recherchées« as verses »de clarifier pour le public la signification de ses tableaux 

allégoriques« (p. 90). The section »Étude linguistique« goes beyond things that I as a historian know how 

to evaluate. However, the section is informative on Gringore, sometimes following usage of old French 

and at other times more toward sixteenth-century French. Professor Brown explicates the differences in 

style between Gringore’s writings for different entrées’ programs as well as in his polemical works. For 

example, the personal pronoun in the language used in the program for Marie of England was most often 

the third person »ilz«, while the »tutoiement« was the form Gringore’s pageant poetry used for addressing 

Claude de France. These and other cases of careful attention to language and grammatical usages add 

much to reading and thinking about the editions of the two entrées. 

Professor Brown finds that Anne de Bretagne’s 1504 Parisian entrée supplied the model for the two later 

entrées. Already, Anne’s 1492 Parisian entry had presented the new queen less abstractly and more 

personalized than in pervious queens’ entrées. Even in 1492, the street performances dealt more directly 

with political issues in their allegories, and by 1517 the »mystères réligieux disparissent petit à petit des 

estrades pour faire place à une representation d’order politique« (p. 50). Of course, this political turn also 

reflected the pre-entrée processionals and speeches of welcome by officials of the Hôtel de Ville de Paris 

and of the Parlement de Paris, costumed »selon que son estat requiert« (p. 199), as was reported in a 

printed livret of the 1492 Parisien entrée. By the accounts printed in the appendices, it appears that 

monastic and parish processionals did not greet the queens. As Professor Brown well knows, Gringore’s 

farces and works had a wide audience among the elite bourgeois and parlementaires of Paris as well as 

with some nobles, and the city’s choice of Gringore as inventor of all its »hystoires« for the entry advanced 

the notion of royal sanctioned political order and peace among all socio/political groups. In 1514 and 1517, 

this message was publicized and performed both in the costly costumed official display of estate in 

processionals and the popularly staged tableaux vivants. 
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However, humanists’ reforms and education, printing, and the rise of conspicuously different styles and 

modes of conduct at the royal court intensified social tensions and transformed the relations and forms of 

conduct, taste and sociability among the Parisians and the French. The artistic forms, poetry, street 

theatres and rhetoric of the Parisian entry changed to accommodate the new aesthetic and political styles. 

Francis I favoured Italian actors and in 1516 had forbidden sotties and farces, which »faisant sans doute 

obstacles aux projects dramatiques de Gringore« (p. 85) and his creation of tableaux vivants. Still, 

Gringore contributed to three major innovations in the queen’s entries. He created along the traditional 

entrée route from the city’s Gate of Saint-Denis to six other tableaux vivants unified programs exalting 

queens as agents of peace. He established elaborate three-tiered stages for the tableaux vivants as the 

frame of entry programs. He included written explanatory French verses and sometimes Latin labels for 

the city’s entry entertainments. The hyperbole of these entries honoured the queen and praised royalty, 

and their allegories drew from classical gods and sources. But, the entrées retained an urban and 

communal voice in raising its praises. The word »royal« was frequently employed, but the soon to be 

dominant exalted language of »majesty« had yet to appear in the descriptions of Parisian entrées. 

Gringore stands out as a transitional figure who was seeking a place and identity in rapidly changing times 

in royal ceremonies and communication. His failure to control the publication and publicity of his inventions 

for the entry, as Brown suggests, puts him into the cultural wars of the period. In 1518, he turned away 

from the Parisian literary and dramatic world to find an identity, place, and vehicle for publishing when he 

left the drama of Paris to become the Herald of Arms at the Court of the Duke of Lorraine. This carefully 

executed scholarly study of Pierre Gringore’s contributions to Parisian entrées deserves attention by all 

who study the period.
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